Puja Engineering
ETI Clinical Thermometers
TH809 Personal Ear Thermometer
The TH809 personal ear thermometer provides
accurate and rapid temperature readings from the
ear within seconds. The ear thermometer is specially
designed with safety in mind and is simple to use
(temperatures can be taken whilst the patiant
asleep). The unit incorporates replaceable probe
covers to avoid cross contamination. The ear
thermometer measures the temperaure of the
infrared heat given by the eardrum and surrounding
tissues and converts this temperature into an oral
equivalent temperature. Unlike an oral thermometer
the ear thermometer is unaffected by talking, eating
or drinking. Each TH809 personal ear thermometer
is supplied complete with 20 probe covers

801-580

LCD Forehead Thermometer

The LCD forehead thermometer
indicates the body temperature
in 1°C increments, the
temperature being measured
within 15 seconds of placing on
the forehead. The forehead
thermometer strips are
comfortable, convenient and
easy to use.

802-310
FRIDGE/FREEZER
THERMOMETER.
The
52mm
diameter
dial
thermometer,
with
colourcoded
zones,
measures
temperature
over a range of
-30 to +30°C in 1°C divisions The
white ABS housing incorporates a
plastic hook enabling the unit to
be. conveniently hung from a shelf.

Code No.
800-100

DUAL SENSOR
IN/OUT THERMOMETER

BI-METAL DIAL
HYGROMETERS

This
popular
thermometer
features an easy
to read 10mm
digital
Display
with a range of 50 to +70°C.
Housed in a small ABS case, each
unit incorporates dual sensors for
measuring fridge, freezer and room
air temperatures

Code No.
810-311

The
Hygrometer
has
Ø70mm
dial with 5%
color
coded
divisions
indicating
Humidity over the range of 0 –
100% RH the green ABS housing
measure 70 x 60mm ,the unit can
be free standing or hung from
shelf.

Code No.
800-125

* Ex- our Mumbai Office + Sales Tax and p&F as applicable at the time of delivery
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